UITP AWARDS 2019

With the kind support of

FINALSISTS
DESIGN PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS

- FAIRTIQ LTD. and TRANSPORTS PUBLICS FRIBOURGEOIS SA (Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Liechtenstein) for the project "FAIRTIQ - Public Transport made easy".

- TRANSPORTS METROPOLITANS DE BARCELONA and NUEVOS SISTEMAS TECNOLÓGICOS SL (Spain) for the project "NaviLens & TMB. The new universal digital signage system in TMB network".

- ENTUR AS (Norway) for the project "Entur - National travel planner".

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

- THE GO-AHEAD GROUP, GTR, SOUTHEASTERN RAILWAY COMPANIES and LONDON GENERAL BUS COMPANY (United Kingdom) for the project "Female train drivers and improving diversity".

- INIT and LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE (Singapore) for the project "MAVIS (Mobility Assistance for the Visually Impaired and Selected Users)".

- METRO TRAINS MELBOURNE (Australia) for the project "Metro Trains Melbourne - Diversity & Inclusion x 10".

MARKETING CAMPAIGN

- BERLINER VERKEHRSBETRIEBE (BVG) (Germany) for the project "The limited edition BVG x adidas Originals EQT 93/Berlin: the sneaker that's a yearly ticket".

- COMPANHIA CARRIS DE FERRO DE LISBOA, E.M., S.A. (Portugal) for the project "Campaign 'Little Cars - Less cars, more CARRIS'".

- TRANSPORT FOR GREATER MANCHESTER (United Kingdom) for the project "Bee in the City".

- VÄSTTRAFIK AB (Sweden) for the project "We use less space if we travel together".

- MTR CORPORATION (Hong Kong SAR, China) for the project "Rail Gen 2.0 New Customer Experience – Digital Transformation".
- MOSCOW METRO (MOSCOW DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT) (Russian Federation) for the project "Privet, Moskva! City storytelling from Moscow Transport".

MULTIMODAL INTEGRATION

- WEEGO MOBILITY LAB (Morroco) for the project "Weego app".
- TRANSDEV ROUEN (TRANSDEV GROUP) (France) for the project "Rouen Normandy Autonomous Lab".
- WIENER LINIEN GMBH & CO KG (WIENER STADTWERKE GMBH) (Austria) for the project "WienMobil – a vital link between the digital and physical world of mobility".

OPERATIONAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE

- SEOUL METRO (South Korea) for the project "Introducing Observer Pattern-based system for failure prediction of railway facilities (SAMBA)".
- SIEMENS MOBILITY GMBH GERMANY and VIP VERKEHRSBETRIEB POTSDAM GMBH (Germany) for the project "The world's first autonomous tram in Potsdam".
- LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY (LTA) OF SINGAPORE (Singapore) for the project "Early Incident Detection using Fusion Analytics of Commuter-Centric Data Sources".
- Shenzhen Bus Group Co., Ltd (SZBG) (China) for the project "Bus Fleet Electrification".
- MOSCOW METRO (MOSCOW DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT) (Russian Federation) for the project "Moscow Metro Unified Operation Control Center (OCC) and operational processes digitalization".

PUBLIC AND URBAN TRANSPORT STRATEGY

- LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY (LTA) OF SINGAPORE and AGENCY FOR SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND RESEARCH (A*STAR) (Singapore) for the project "Quantifying Transit System Resilience using a Complex Network Approach".
- VIAVAN TECHNOLOGIES B.V. (50/50 JV - VIA TRANSPORTATION, INC., MERCEDES-BENZ VANS MOBILITY GMBH) and BERLINER VERKEHRSBETRIEBE (BVG) – AÖR (Germany) for the project "BerlKönig".

- LOS ANGELES COUNTY METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY (United States of America) for the project "Metro Vision 2028 Strategic Plan".

- MOSTRANSPROEKT (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, GOVERNMENT OF MOSCOW) (Russian Federation) for the project "New Moscow Transport network – suburban railway meets urban transport system".

SMART FUNDING, FINANCING AND BUSINESS MODELS

- METBUS (BUSES METROPOLITANA S.A), SANTIAGO CHILE and ENEL X (ENEL GROUP) (Chile) for the project "Private Business Model to implement electric mobility in public transport in the city of Santiago".

- TAIPEI RAPID TRANSIT CORPORATION (TRTC) (Chinese Taipei) for the project "Business implementations of smart kiosks and digital mobile advertising in a metro system".

- ISBAK ISTANBUL IT AND SMART CITY TECHNOLOGIES INC. (Turkey) for the project "Reverse Vending Machine for Public Transportation Card Credit".

- SUE“MOSGORTRANS” (DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT AND ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, GOVERNMENT OF MOSCOW) (Russian Federation), for the project "New approach in Moscow: shifting to Service&Repair contracts for rolling stock (lifecycle contracts)".

YOUNG RESEARCHERS

- MONASH UNIVERSITY (Australia) for the project "Passenger falls on trams".

- UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (United States of America) for the project "icenTrip".

- ALSTOM TRANSPORT INDIA LIMITED and ALSTOM TRANSPORT SA (India) for the project "TRAVEL ASSISTANT".